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Jennifer Pearre Wins A 2020 Platinum Marcom
Award For Design Achievements
Ellicott City, MD – Rainmakers Strategic Solutions LLC (Rainmakers) is excited to
share that our Marketing and Creative Director Jennifer Pearre has won a 2020
Platinum MarCom Award for her design achievements here at Rainmakers.
MarCom Awards recognize the outstanding achievement by creative professionals
involved in the concept, direction, design, and production of marketing and
communication materials and programs. Judges are industry professionals who
look for companies and individuals whose talent exceeds a high standard of
excellence and whose work serves as a benchmark for the industry.
Jennifer was nominated for her development of exceptional creative products
that consistently reflect new design trends and provide engaging solutions
for our clients. One recent example is the Operation T.R.A.C.E. campaign,
which was needed to support a short-fused go to market strategy for a newly
launched COVID-19 contact tracing solution. She also leads a team that
reviews and remediates all Rainmakers developed online products to meet x
accessibility requirements.
“What’s exceptional about Jennifer is her rare ability to excel at the
creative, tactical, and strategic levels simultaneously.” said Denise Rainey,
President and CEO of Rainmakers Strategic Solutions. “Jennifer is very
deserving of this award, and we are extremely happy for her!”
Since its inception in 2004, MarCom has evolved into one of the largest,
most-respected creative competitions in the world. Each year about 6,000 print and digital entries are
submitted from dozens of countries. Winners are selected from over 300 categories in Print, Web, Video,
and Strategic Communications. A list of all Platinum and Gold Winners can be found on the MarCom Awards
website at http://enter.marcomawards.com/winners/.
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About Rainmakers Strategic Solutions
Rainmakers Strategic Solutions LLC (Rainmakers) is a certified 8(a), economically disadvantaged womanowned small consulting firm, founded in 2007 to provide expertise and highly practical solutions in
support of the government and commercial sectors. Rainmakers’ principals are respected professionals
with demonstrated success for clients facing evolving requirements and constituent needs. We develop,
implement, and improve programs by applying insightful methodologies and delivering innovative results
that address and simplify complex issues, streamline processes, and reduce costs. We have a genuine focus
on achieving and maintaining an impeccable business relationship with our customers and supporting
them in their efforts to improve processes. Client satisfaction is our most valuable asset and exceeding our
customers’ expectations is our primary goal. For more information about our key cornerstones – excellence,
passion, diversity, and knowledge – visit www.rainmakerssolutions.com or call (443) 348-8067.
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